Abstract. This paper reports on a first attempt to model the dynamics of an asymmetrical motorised momentum exchange tether for spacecraft payload propulsion, and it also provides some interesting summary results for two novel applications for motorised momentum exchange tethers. The asymmetrical tether analysis is very important because it represents the problematic scenario when payload mass unbalance intrudes, due to unexpected payload loss or failure to retrieve. Mass symmetry is highly desirable both dynamically and logistically, but it is shown in this paper that there is still realistic potential for mission rescue should an asymmetry condition arise. Conceptual designs for tethered payload release from LEO and lunar tether delivery and retrieval are also presented as options for future development.
Introduction
Momentum exchange tether dynamics have been extensively studied in recent years, and are of current considerable interest internationally as a technology for cost effective and environmentally clean propulsion of payload mass from Low Earth Orbit (LEO). A conceptual design for a motorised momentum exchange tether is given in Figure 1 where the central facility motor drive shaft attaches to the propulsion sub-spans by mean of a gantry, mounted so that it can be rotated by the shaft. Typical performance figures for an operational motorised MET on a circular LEO predict an orbit velocity in the region of 7.6 km/s and a tether generated increment of around 3.1 km/s, which has the potential to accelerate the outer payload, at an optimal release position, to around 10.7 km/s. This is fast enough for Earth escape, using a tether made of Spectra2000 TM . It should be noted that a fundamental requirement for motorised spin is shown in Figure 1 comprising a counter-inertia in the form of an additional pair of tethers and counter-masses attached to the motor stator [1] . This sub-system is required to satisfy Newton's third law of motion and is not analysed here but is assumed to be present, coupling through the drive motor electrodynamics in order to provide the requisite operational configuration.
Fig. 1. A motorised momentum exchange tether in LEO.
A fairly comprehensive review of space tether research up to 2008 is given in [2] and a detailed study of fundamental rigid-body motorised tether system dynamics is given in [3, 4] .
Tether flexure, accommodating various forms of vibration, is discussed in full in [5] . Important mission scenarios for motorised tethers are discussed in [6, 7] . The fundamental issue with asymmetrical payload mass distribution is that the centre of mass location of the tether will then change on orbit, introducing dynamic perturbations that will de-orbit the tether, with potentially disastrous consequences for the mission. In order to maintain the orbit, and also to capitalise on opportunities offered by the exploitation of orbital harmonics, payload mass symmetry is required. In terms of mission architecture this allows a simultaneous in and out flow of payload from the location of the host planet to the destination planet [6] . On the basis that symmetry (defined as the tether being laden with two payloads of identical mass properties MATEC Web of Conferences 148, 01001 (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201814801001 ICoEV 2017 located at both ends, or, conversely, no payloads on either end of the tether) cannot be absolutely guaranteed, a study of the asymmetrical mass distribution problem was seen to be necessary. In this paper an initial model is proposed, with some calculations that suggest that a pragmatic level of reserve chemical propulsion on board each payload could be used to rescue a mission in which asymmetry has arisen for some reason. This is investigated in the form of the complete loss of one of the payloads. This is followed by discussions of two further investigations in which the tethered release of small payloads from an Earth orbiter and the use of a specialised lunavator tether with an end reeling facility for lunar touchdown are investigated. These two application scenarios in fact reflect different levels of mass symmetry requirement and on that basis they provide interesting platforms for further research into robust solutions to the tether asymmetry problem.
Reference model for a planar motorised tether on an elliptical Low Earth Orbit
We start with the kinetic and potential energies for a mass-discretised dumb-bell tether (i.e. in symmetrical rigid-body form), and these can be stated as follows [3] for the system shown diagrammatically in Figure 2 , with an Earth-fixed frame EXY and a tether-fixed frame Cx0y0. The tether is assumed to be symmetrical in length and therefore point C, the location of the central facility, is exactly half-way between each payload, Mp. Note that the time argument has been dropped from R(t), θ(t), and ψ(t) in both equations for clarity and compactness. Quantities are defined in full after the equations. Lagrange's equations are used to obtain three differential equations of motion based on generalised coordinates R(t), θ(t), and ψ(t). These are intricately coupled, nonlinear, and lengthy, and are not reproduced here but are obtainable in full in [3] . They represent the planar orbital dynamics of the tether, accommodating orbital eccentricity. The data used for the study is as follows. Tether sub-span length l = 50 km, payload masses Mp = 1000 kg, central facility mass Mm = 5000 kg, tether density ρ = 970 kg/m Figure 6 where it can be seen that this is still within reasonable limits for Spectra2000 TM at the end of the integration time of 24 hours. The orbital elements are given in Figures 7-10 with clear indication of perigee and apogee locations for R in Figure 7 , and a commensurate ripple in θ shown in Figure 9 . This model shows some interesting and typical tether phenomena on orbit and was useful for an initial data scoping study for the more complex scenario of the asymmetry case in the next section.
Conditions for Mass Asymmetry
It was shown by [8, Fu] that even small mass asymmetry will quickly lead to catastrophic failure of the tether as the propulsion side proceeds to collide with the outrigger counter-inertia system. A typical motorised MET system is shown in side-elevation in Figure 11 . The separation distance H is assumed to comprise the height of the motor drive system. The centripetal load in a sub-span due to the mass of a payload and the tether sub-span can readily be calculated from,
and shown against time, as in Figure 12 . 
Asymmetry model
Under normal operating conditions the two sub-spans each develop equal centripetal loads, and although the moment arms, about the half-way point, of H/2 mean that there are moments associated with the centripetal loads in each sub-span these are equal and opposite and therefore mutually balancing. These loads can reach 200kN for typical design data, and would normally be balanced by each identical sub-span. But in the asymmetrical configuration the tether will obviously be de-stabilised so that it is pushed out of the spin-andorbit plane. The precise effect depends on the physical design adopted but it cannot be ignored. For the moment arm of H/2, where H could be up to 3 m, the corresponding moment could reach up to 300 kNm. A corrective counter-moment, but exerted instead over a moment arm comprising the full length of the sub-span, (taken to be 50 km in this example) would typically require a normal thrust of up to 6N and this could easily be obtained from simple cold-gas thrusters, and provided as emergency propulsion in each payload. So, although the out of balance moment generated by asymmetry could probably be inexpensively corrected using low thrust propulsion on board the payloads there will also be the problem of whole-body translation of the tether to consider, due to subsequent re-positioning of the CoM. It is this that provides the focus of the remaining analysis, with an asymmetry scenario shown in Figure 13 . The CoM is now no longer co-located with the central facility and moves closer to the remaining payload. This means that the tether will translate through z(t) to stay on orbit. We can relate the position vector magnitudes through simple geometry to get,
noting that we have dropped the arguments from rm(t) and z(t) in equations (4) and (5) for compactness. We also note that R(t) in Figure 2 for the general elliptical orbit case is represented instead by rc in Figure 13 , where rc is a constant radius for the circular orbit test case considered here. The procedure is to calculate rm(t) in terms of rc and z(t) and then re-derive the equations of motion for a circular orbit condition, and in terms of generalised coordinates ψ(t) and z(t) to show the tether spin and also the translational movement of the tether from its initially symmetrical location on orbit. The revised kinetic energy is now given by equation (5),
The potential energy remains as expressed in equation (2) except that the contribution due to Mp2 is no longer present and rm(t) is re-expressed in terms of rc and z(t). The tether will re-balance itself by sliding along to a new CoM position on the orbit. An axial propulsive force can be introduced into the differential equation as a generalised force for z(t) in order to counteract the displacement of the CoM. The effect of an additional 5.5kN axial propulsive force introduced to the asymmetrical tether, for the same numerical data as previously used, can be seen in Figure 14 . It can be clearly seen that the whole tether starts to retract axially back from its new position from around 4000 s, thus moving to restore the CoM to its original position over time. We also note the appearance of an axial oscillation, to which we return later. The monotonicity of the spin-up of the tether is not adversely affected but numerically the spin-up is clearly somewhat different for the specific initial conditions of the circular orbit case considered here, as shown in Figure 15 . In summary, the tether has lost one payload, Mp2 and from that point onwards the problem has had to be treated differently -as one that is asymmetrically configured. The motor torque is applied as usual and tether spins monotonically from the initial displacement condition. It is assumed that in practice the centripetal moment unbalance is simply compensated for by a cold-gas thruster, but that the tether then translates so that the new CoM is no longer coincident with the location of the central facility Mm. For the data chosen here this displacement is up to around 2.3 km. An axial thrust, taken on observation to be 5.5 kN in this example, is then applied (potentially from another cold gas thruster) to pull the tether back, noting that a simple uncontrolled system is shown here in which the force is simply switched on when the tether asymmetry condition arises. Obviously it will subsequently have to be reduced and then a phase of controlled thrust and counter-thrusts provided to decelerate and stabilise the tether, and also remove the axial oscillation, when it is close to its desired on-orbit configuration. This restoration force system would be highly useful for maintaining the tether spin radius so that the remaining payload can receive its expected ΔV, as well as for maintaining the expected configurational geometry of the tether on orbit so that the mission can continue to some extent as planned. It can be seen in Figure 16 what happens if the axial restoration force is not applied from the onset of asymmetry. It can be seen that z(t) grows with time and eventually it can be shown that the tether no longer spins, and de-orbits. It is conjectured that all asymmetrical tether system dynamics will degenerate into some form of irregular behaviour unless a suitable controlled axial thrust is provided.
Design of a Payload Transfer System for a Lunavator Tether
A lunavator is a MMET in orbit about the moon which can be used to transfer payloads to and from the lunar surface. Payloads are captured from LEO or EEO as they enter the LSI. No previous research has considered the design of a lunavator which can both deliver and collect payloads at the lunar surface.
The system proposed herein comprises a MMET equipped with grappled payloads at either end. As the tether approaches instantaneous tidal stabilisation, the payload is extended towards the lunar surface, with the cable providing greater in-plane, and out-of-plane, positional control, and extended ground time. Crawler masses along the tether reposition to maintain lunavator dynamic stability.
Fig. 17. Proposed lunavator design and payload transfer method
Component positions are defined relative to the orbit plane. Individual mass moments of inertia (MOI) are determined locally, and with the parallel axis theorem to the centre of mass. Due to its significant cross-sectional area, the tether is discretised when deriving its mass moment of inertia. Total kinetic, Ti and potential, Ui energies of each component, and propulsion braid, are also defined. [ , ] − + = It was found that a proposed 580km tether (with 2 tonne payloads) required a motor torque of 1000 MNm, with a motor mass of 1000 tonnes, to result in continuous spin (Figure 19 ). Smaller torque values cause in-plane tether libration wherein the lunavator cannot overcome its inertial elements (Figure 20) . Alternatively, a 100km tether is found to perform adequately with 25 MNm of torque and a motor mass of 25 tonnes. Differential positioning of crawler masses may be used to ascend the tether during normal orbit, and descend during the payload transfer phases. Further work will determine the viability of such an approach. 
Deployment of a Short Tether from an Earth Orbiter for Sample Return
Momentum exchange space tethers can be used to deorbit payloads from a vehicle travelling in a low Earth orbit. As demonstrated by the YES2 mission of 2007 [9] , a payload can be swung in libration from an Earth orbiter and if released at the right moment a retrograde velocity can be transferred to it causing it to have insufficient velocity to remain in orbit, and therefore fall to the Earth.
In order to analyse accurately the requirements for deorbiting payloads of different mass and shape, a computer program was created which was capable of analysing the libration of an Earth orbiter in LEO connected to a payload via a tether. The program aimed to analyse the movements of a planar representation of a tether system comprising two masses and a solid cylinder representing a tether. This planar system is shown in Figure 21 . The equation of motion for the system can be derived using the Lagrange equation as shown in Equation (6) , and just as in previous sections.
Fig. 21. Planar tether system
The equation of motion is inherently nonlinear and can be numerically integrated for different initial conditions. The angular displacement, angular velocity and tangential velocity of the payload are plotted so that the behaviour of a librating tether system in LEO can be analysed. Examples of the plots from this exercise are shown in Figures 22, 23 and 24. Further work is required to realise fully the deorbit of payloads using tethers. However, tethers offer a far more financially profitable and environmentally friendly solution to current payload deorbit techniques and could revolutionise payload transfer in space if suitably developed. This numerical study offers a means for the analysis of how the initial conditions of a system can effect its libration, and thus the deorbit of the payload. 
Conclusions
Motorised tethers potentially offer clean, green, reusable propulsion in space. Many practical (equatorial and even polar) orbits could in principle be accommodated. The dynamics of space tethers are complicated, and so robust GNC and compensation propulsion will be required in all practical scenarios, particularly in asymmetrical conditions, to safeguard against failure. It may be still possible to operate a motorised momentum exchange tether on a prespecified orbit after catastrophic payload loss -if controlled axial thrust is provided by suitable emergency on-board payload propellant. METs can almost certainly be used for small sample return from an Earth orbiter. A Lunavator with reeled end-cables may offer a practical solution for smooth lunar payload delivery and retrieval. Both these applications are currently receiving further attention, with the goal of integrating them within practical mission architectures in the near future.
